Is V1 necessary for conscious vision in areas of relative cortical blindness?
Visual field defects result from postgeniculate lesions. It is generally assumed that absolute defects are caused by total destruction or denervation of primary visual cortex (V1) and that the degraded but conscious vision that remains or returns in relative or partial defects is mediated by compromised V1 cortex that retains a sufficiently large population of functional neurons. We here report the results of three patients with long-standing postgeniculate lesions who underwent functional magnetic resonance imaging while their partial defect was stimulated with high-contrast reversing checkerboard stimuli. Although the stimulation evoked conscious visual impressions in all three, in only one patient did it activate perilesional V1. In the other two we found no evidence for perilesional activation, indicating that some conscious vision may return in the absence of functional ipsilesional V1.